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Question: How do we form networks?

Previous models rely on:

1. Preferential Attachment & Fitness

An author finding citations for a paper would pick papers from the entire network in proportion 

to their in-degree or fitness.

2. Vertex Copying 

Or, would pick a paper uniformly at random from all papers and either cite or copy its citations.

What’s the problem with this?

In the real world, individuals form networks with limited information 
and partial network access



Previous Models - Related Work

● Preferential Attachment and Fitness
○ New node links to an existing node with probability proportional to degree or fitness of the new 

node.
○ Only consider power law degree distribution and small diameter.
○ Additional mechanisms are needed for other properties like clustering and attribute mixing 

patterns.
○ DMS, RL and KA models.

● Triangle Closing
○ Form edges with nodes having more common neighbors.
○ Increases local clustering.
○ Do not preserve the local clustering of low degree nodes.

Papers : 

A preferential attachment paradox: How preferential attachment combines with Growth to produce networks with Log Normal in degree 
distribution



● Attributed Network Models
○ Models account for the effect of attribute homophily on edge formation and preserve  mixing 

patterns.
○ Fitness based models and Microscopic models.
○ However models like SAN and KA preserve assortative mixing patterns and degree distribution 

but not local clustering and degree-clustering correlation.

● Random Walk Models
○ Inherently local.
○ Generate networks with power law degree distribution and small diameter, but not clustering.
○ SK and HZ incorporate triadic closure but not skewed local clustering of real world networks.
○ Models like FF overestimate local clustering and degree clustering relationship of real world 

networks.
○ Existing models also disregard the effect of homophily and attribute mixing patterns.

The existing models don’t explain how resource constraints and local processes jointly preserve 

multiple global properties of attributed networks.

 

Previous Models - Related Work Cont.



Goal: Develop a growth model that accounts for: 

A. Resource constraints
B. Unifying  sociological phenomena that inform how we develop 

networks:
a. Bounded Rationality
b. Structural Constraints
c. Triadic Closure
d. Attribute Homophily
e. Preferential Attachment

Proposal: The Attributed Random Walk (ARW) model. Incoming 
nodes select a seed node based on attribute similarity, and initiate a 
biased random walk



★ Bounded Rationality: Individuals are boundedly rational and have resource 
constraints, we employ simple rules to determine forming edges in the face of 
limited info and partial network access. 

★ Structural Constraints: Network distance acts as a constraint that limits long range 
connection

★ Triadic Closure: Nodes with common neighbors have increased likelihood of 
forming edges, e.g. your friends becoming friends

★ Attribute Homophily: Nodes that have similar attributes are more likely to form 
links

★ Preferential Attachment: Nodes tend to link to high degree nodes that have a lot 
of visibility., e.g. if you see a paper being cited a lot you’re probably going to cite that 
paper.



Problem: Given a reference network G = (V,E,B) where V and E are the set of nodes and edges 

respectively, and nodes have attributes b ∈ B

Growth model should be:

★ Normal
○  Account for sociological phenomena that influences how individuals form edges under limited 

global information and partial network access

★ Accurate
○  Preserve key structural and attribute based properties: degree distribution, local clustering, 

degree-clustering relationship and attribute mixing patterns.

★ Parsimonious 
○ Tunable by a few parameters



Global Properties of Networks
❖ Degree Distribution 

➢ Real-world networks tend to exhibit heavy-tailed degree distribution where a small but significant 

number of nodes are high degree hubs

❖ Local Clustering 

➢ Real-world network exhibit high local clustering. Influenced by triadic closure where nodes that 

share neighbors are more likely to form a connection

❖ Homophily

➢  Nodes with similar attributes are more likely to form links with each other than with those with 

different attributes. 

❖ Increasing out-degree over time

➢ The out-degree of nodes that join networks tends to increase over time. This densifies networks 

and follows a power law relationship where e(t) is proportional to n(t) to some constant power.

Can these global properties be preserved with only local processes?





Enter the Attributed Random Walk Model





Parameterizing Normal Behavior in ARW
➔ Phenomenon 1: Limited Resources

◆ ARW only requires node level information about the immediate 1-hop neighborhood of a node

➔ Phenomenon 2: Structural Constraints

◆ A Random Walk based model, p
jump 

controls the probability that the walker jumps back to the seed 

node, limiting distance

➔ Phenomenon 3: Triadic Closure

◆ In attribute-less network, a node will link to another with probability p
link

 and triad with be closed 

proportional to p2
link

➔ Phenomenon 4: Attribute Homophily 

◆ Can tune with p
same 

and p
diff 

➔ Phenomenon 5: Preferential Attachment

◆ Controlled with P
out

 - probability of traversing an outgoing vs incoming edge. Random walks tend 

to visit nodes with high indegree, but can be tuned down by lowering P
out 

towards 0.



Experiments

Compare G and G’ on four properties:

1. Degree Distribution

2. Local clustering distribution

3. Degree clustering relationship

4. Attribute Assortativity 

Evaluation Metric :

Weighted Relative Error (WRE) for 

degree-clustering relationship. 



Results



Results Highlights

★ Preferential  attachment models (DMS RL KA) preserve in-degree distribution, but 
not clustering because they  don't account for triadic closure

★ Models that use triangle closing (HK SAN) lead to considerable improvement in  
local clustering but perform poorly with degree-clustering relationship

★ Existing random walk models FF SK HZ do not account for homophily and attribute 
mixing patterns. 



Some Limitations

★ Data set?

★ Attribute Similarity?
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